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Timepieces 
Four Seasons Stories from the past 

‘Is 60s music about to go over the ‘generation’ precipice?’ 

- a Baby Boomers ‘essay’ by Ken Charmer 

A review of comments around the internet 

makes it clear that we have reached a watershed 
with regards 60s music. Although ‘Baby Boom-
ers’ carried the ‘Sounds Of The Sixties’ forward 
as the defining decade in 20th century mu-
sic….is their great music and the legacy of the 
decade about to be forgotten as today’s (and 
one would suspect tomorrow’s) music ‘users’ 
don’t have a clue, or it appears, any interest in 
it. ? 
 
One blog commentator summed up the state of mu-
sic in 5 simple statements 
 
• music died in the 90s 
• it was on its death bed in the 80s 
• it peaked in the 70s 
• it was in its youth in the 60s 
• it was a newborn in the 50s 
 
And there is a risk some Record Companies could 
abandon their archives as the CD dies. Perhaps not 
yet though, with new specialist record companies queuing at the doors of Motown Universal to 
acquire rare tracks for special collectors sets. In a recent interview with the Motown Universal 
Exec Harry Weinger ,he indicated that Reel Music, Ace, Cherry Red & Expansion are all in-
volved in issuing Motown either now or in the future. The last three are UK based. Harry  is 
pleased reputedly that with 3rd party involvement more great music may be freed from the 
vaults. 
 
But the most exciting and optimistic news must be that ACE Records of London have plans for 
key releases of material from the vaults of Motown over the next year. 
 
It has been the age of the ‘collectors set’…..And whilst we may have in the past had to pay 
50 to 100 dollars for packaged sets full of photocopy memorabilia in restricted production re-
leases of rare tracks and special sounding versions, it appears that model is being challenged 
by recent reasonably priced sets by The Satintones and Tammi Terrell. Is this the new model 
for record companies to make money from the past?..... but for how long? 
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Well  Baby Boomers wont be here forever…even if they think they are indestructible!! 
The market is diminishing. 
 
Ask a teenager today about Motown and they think it is just another word for ‘Soul’ music and 
the artists are not known to the majority. One girl asked about Diana Ross only knew of  her 
because one of the contestants on the X Factor sang one of her songs. Eric Charge of the 
‘Motown Treasures Yahoo Group’ has his explanation….” I think the musical environment 
is quite different today. For example, serious pop music fans back in the sixties had a 
deep interest in record labels, composers, producers and recording studios, because 
each had a distinctive style, sound, or quality. The concept of Motown as a record label 

or a recording studio is irrelevant to the new generation.” Obvious perhaps to Boomers 
but not today’s journalists it seems  as John Lennon’s birthday was celebrated  on the BBC 
website which published an article ‘John Lennon – Still Relevant’? asking if the music is of 
any relevance to today’s very different society with it’s crises apparently at every turn. 
 
So if you are a Baby Boomer there is a precipice ahead. The anthem of the day back then was 
…’Hope I die before I get old’!!! And maybe today’s youth suggest….”why don’t you all…
f…f…f…fade away!’ to quote sixties heroes The Who. 
 
But today those of us that don’t want the music to die and  have survived into our ‘third age’  
must wonder if it will………..? 
 
Chameleon’s blog and its subscribers followed four guys (and a producer and arranger) who 
weren’t ‘Baby Boomers’ but who freely admit to making their fame and fortune out of young 
boomers ‘pocket money’ back in the 1960s. The Four Seasons along with Bob Crewe and 
Charlie Calello were amongst an elite ‘older generation’ that built their fame and fortune in 
the 60s with the Four Seasons. (Frankie Valli was 28 when he recorded ‘Sherry’ for a teen 
audience) 
 
In the creation of Jersey Boys they have again tapped into the last remnants of a generation 

You remember how to use one of these!! 
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that is defined by its music. Now they are tapping into our pensions!!!. But with the ageing Four 
Seasons (and ours) ‘passing’ will there be any future commercial interest in the music.? 
 
Well fortunately ‘Jersey Boys’ is creating a new generation of fans. But are they fans of the 
‘Jersey Boys’ or The Four Seasons? Does anyone appreciate all the nuances of the back 
catalogue or are they just lovers or haters of Valli’s falsetto? And the media keep asking why 
Jersey Boys was, and continues to be, so successful. The reason perhaps was because we 
are uniquely shaped by the most important decade of the 20th century. Part of the rebirth of 
Western Society after two World Wars. 
 
We recently had to watch ourselves analysed as…"Tom Brokaw Reports: Boomer$," on CNBC 
TV about the 74 million Americans born between 1946 and 1964, “The show whilst fascinat-
ing too often feels redundant, superficial and unfocused.”…as David Hinckley says in the 
NY Daily News…”It feels unfocused, perhaps because it's just too big a subject to cover 

in four hours”. Trying to under-
stand a generation through its 
most familiar people and most fa-
mous events was perhaps too am-
bitious .But perhaps the one way 
to focus on it and its generations is through its music. Some moments work. When Brokaw 
asks Tom Hanks about the most important popular culture of the generation, Hanks steps past 
television( - the answer most people would give )…… to music. Quite rightly, he captures the 
essence…"I knew what time it was by the television," says Hanks. "But I knew how I felt 
by the music." 
That is why Jersey Boys remains so successful. We all go because we can FEEL those times 
again….but in another 20 years or so, we and the creators and the ‘original’ members will all 
be gone. Leaving what  legacy? Will anyone care about it.? Do young people really get beyond 
‘Jersey Boys’ (or fully appreciate it?) and the modern/ re-arranged stage sound and perform-
ances of the group….Do they FEEL the original sound?....Is the world going to lose the reality 
of our youth and the real sound we heard, loved and followed every day on the radio?  
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On the evidence of today’s youth’s knowledge of 60s music, it will simply drop into historical 
libraries as has the music of the 30s and 40s to be dusted off and briefly replayed for some 
News line anniversary. With only 600 or so people tuning into to each of our blog posts ( and 
the very limited number of members in Yahoo Groups  related to 60s music) we can see the 
loss of relevance to today’s music lovers. We’ve yet to get any comments or hear from a young 
person who says the music of the Four Seasons is the most important music in their lives and 
they will be playing it in 30 years time. Oh! The Beatles music will survive in that way…. And 
maybe some of Motown’s catalogue but perhaps only as a ‘condensed hits collec-
tion’…….that seems to be the way many record companies see their CD projects. Are  Elvis 
and other top stars slowly slipping away from the world of media and entertainment.? And will 
the Jersey Boys film be enough to keep their music alive.? 
 
Well this weekend driving around in Spain listening to English radio, the emphasis was on past 
years charts and re-visiting the hits of 1971 and after the boredom of Gilbert O’Sullivan’s Noth-
ing Rhymes’ (somewhat relevant to this articles theme) the piercing vocals of Denise Ferri 
and Bernadette Carol of the Angels burst around the car as Frankie Valli tore into ‘You’re 
Ready Now’ Two hours later as another station visited the mid 70s charts..’Who Love You’ 
rocked the car again. Speaking to my son Mark , he commented on Tony Blackburn’s Radio 2 
show and his lament that in 1965 Ken Dodd had so much success in the charts with ‘dirgy’ 
ballads before he moved on and suddenly the fuzz guitar opening of ‘Let’s Hang On’ burst out 
of the radio.” What a sound,” he said.” So good it will never die”.. 
 
And he is right…as this piece by  David Thackston at Helium shows. Music fans do and will 
appreciate our experiences of living through the decade…”Whenever there occurs an in-

tense period of time in human his-
tory, such as, the threat of global an-
nihilation, societies confrontation of 
race and ethnicity injustice, sexual 
experimentation and taboo's that be-
come the norm, the art of the day re-
flects the deep emotional ties human-
ity has to it's current state. The music 
and art of the 1960's were as experi-
mental as the time's themselves, and 
from that great experiment were born 
many new ideas….Art is a reflection 
of the soul, and that of the sixties 
was of a good sense and clear inten-
tion to unite, to inform, and to 
change. On the path toward this great 
change were technological advances 
that opened the door for progress. 
Radio broadcasting took on an all 
new importance, not only to inform 
the public but to sell merchandise as 
well. That merchandise was records, 
and they sold millions of them….As 
important as the music itself was and 
still is, the buying market that 
emerged with music culture in the 
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late fifties and early sixties compelled the machine into action. As the public showed 
their overwhelming support for certain musical acts, business responded by increasing 
the size of the market and bringing still more great music to the populace. With this in-
crease in market share, there emerged new genre's of music into the mainstream. It 
could only help matters that the most respected players and performers of the day were 
speaking on behalf of the blues, jazz, and r&b music that was inspiring the popular mu-
sic of the period. This in turn brought those musical frontiers to the forefront, as well as 
further influencing the blending of styles….The music expressed the feelings of happi-
ness, love, and contentment, as well as the feelings of fear, loss, and confusion that 
manifested themselves during the period. Society took giant leaps during the sixties 
and the music expresses that perfectly. The music of the sixties was different than any-
thing else, though it was still the child of what came before, and it is now the predeces-
sor to all that is. The music changed because we did, it is important now because it is 
who we are today, based on who we were then. Aside from reflecting the change that 
occurred, it speaks for the progress we've made. Songs became truly sweet during the 
sixties, while some others went way, far out there. 
 
Most importantly, the change did not only affect that decade alone. The music of the six-
ties propelled a gradual 
evolution in music that 
sent it sprawling into 
every direction. Popular 
music of the sixties gave 
significance to other 
forms of music that may 
have been under-
appreciated at the time. 
Music, as a tool of human 
expression, is constantly 
changing and the sixties 
period is a highlight 
amongst that journey. It is 
not to be placed higher or 
lower on a scale than any 
other, but it is different 
enough to be placed into a 
category all it's own. As 
unique as the decade it-
self, the music of the six-
ties walks hand-in-hand 
with our own change in 
societal identity.” 
 
So that’s a relief and once 
again I can sleep at night 
confident that the music 
of the Four Seasons  and 
other great 60s groups 
will find new young cham-
pions to sing it’s praises. 


